**Visual DOORS™ - Access the most commonly used features of Doors.NET™ with Keri’s Intuitive new Graphical Administrative Client**

**Graphically Enhanced & Simplified Access Control Management Client**

**Visual DOORS** is Keri Systems’ answer to those who are looking for an access control system with powerful software and abundant features, while delivering exemplary ease-of-use. VisualDOORS builds upon the strong foundation of Doors.NET and presents itself to the user in a clean and highly graphical, user interface.

Once deployed, VisualDOORS manages a traditional version of Doors.NET and is implemented as a "second steering wheel," metaphorically speaking. While operating within the VisualDOORS client, most of the traditional and often-used access control features of Doors.NET are graphically presented and easily executed. If advanced features are required, the user can log out of VisualDOORS and log into the full interface, affecting whatever changes are necessary. Alternately, if a second client license is purchased, users may operate simultaneously in both clients and switch back and forth between clients seamlessly.

**Configurable/Available Features:**
- Controller Setup: (PXL, Entraguard, NXT and MSC)
- Reader Setup
- Add, Edit and Delete Cardholders
- Add, Edit and Delete Credentials
- Add, Edit and Delete Time Schedules
- Add, Edit and Delete Access Groups
- Assign Access Groups
- Add, Edit and Delete Holidays
- Temp Unlock, Lock, Unlock, Lockout and Lockdown Doors
- Manage Auto-Unlock Time Schedules
- View Live Events
- Adjust Strike Time/Unlock Time
- Adjust Held-Open Time
- Configure and Monitor Door Contacts
- Interface with Enrollment Readers
- Manage First Person In
- Run the Report Wizard
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- Graphic depiction of hardware assists in configuration
- Extensive use of check-boxes and imagery
- Cards may be manual or presentation-enrolled
- Able to configure NXT, PXL, and MSC Controllers
- Able to configure *Entraguard* Telephone entry units
- Hardware may either be added manually or scanned-in to the software, depending on the controller
- Assign Cardholder Image and Photo Recall feature included
- Exceptionally graphic and easy-to-follow Reference Guide

The following access control features are not configurable in VisualDOORS. If required, (and if supported with the hardware type you are using), they must be configured in the standard Doors.NET client.

- Anti-Passback
- Auto-Unlock Suspend/Restore
- Card + PIN/Dual Verification
- Elevator Control
- Global Lock and Unlock
- Alerts and Alert Acknowledgement

**Hardware Setup**

**Access Groups**

**Operator Permissions**

**Unlock Doors**

**Running Reports**

**Time Schedules**